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Learning Objectives

• Highlight key findings from Miami-Dade County's assessment of community
preparation for and response to Hurricane Irma.
• Summarize issues arising from involuntary commitment of consumers who ignore
mandatory evacuation orders prior to disasters.
• Identify currently available resources for health centers and shelters to bolster
outreach efforts and to positively engage consumers prior to disasters.
• Recognize the importance of adequate emergency management planning.
• Prepare for both common and unique needs of people who are homeless when
responding to a disaster.
• Identify strategies to assist in providing services for people who are homeless during
the recovery phase of a disaster.

Hurricane Irma
the Miami consumer perspective
Useful Strategies to Proactively Engage
and
Prepare Consumers for Natural Disasters

Presentation Overview
1. Background of Irma’s impact on Miami;
2. Evacuation orders from the City of Miami as implemented by the Miami-Dade
County Homeless Trust and City of Miami Police;
3. Issues arising from threatened and actual involuntary commitment (Florida
Baker Act) of homeless persons who refused evacuation orders; and
4. Lessons learned, suggestions and resources for engaging consumers prior to
future disasters

HURRICANE IRMA

Irma was the strongest Atlantic hurricane ever
recorded in terms of maximum sustained winds.
Irma was the first Category 5 hurricane to strike the
eastern Caribbean islands followed by Hurricane
Maria two weeks later.
The second-costliest Caribbean hurricane on record,
after Maria
Irma caused widespread and catastrophic damage
throughout its long lifetime, particularly in the
northeastern Caribbean and the Florida Keys.
It was also the most intense hurricane to strike the
continental United States since Katrina in 2005.,
The first major hurricane to make landfall in Florida
since Wilma in 2005

Hurricane Irma’s Impact on Florida
Irma struck Florida twice on September 10, 2017 – the first as a Category 4 at in the middle
Florida Keys and the second on Marco Island on the Florida West Coast as a Category 3.
The hurricane weakened significantly over Florida and was reduced to a tropical storm before
exiting into Georgia on September 11.
The storm's large wind field resulted in strong winds across the entire state except for the
western Panhandle. The strongest reported sustained wind speed was 112 mph on Marco
Island, while the highest observed wind gust was 142 mph, recorded near Naples, though
stronger winds likely occurred in the Middle Keys.
Miami recorded routine gusts of 90 mph. Sustained winds were from 45 to 60 mph.
Over 7.7 million homes and businesses were without power at some point – approximately
73.33% of electrical customers in the state.
Irma caused at least $50 billion in damage, making it the costliest hurricane in Florida history,
surpassing Hurricane Andrew.

The hurricane left a total of 93 fatalities across 27 counties, including 12 at a nursing home
due to sweltering conditions and lack of power in the hurricane's aftermath.

In Miami, there are big concerns over some 25
construction cranes that cannot be taken down
before Irma's expected arrival this weekend.
People who live in nearby buildings are being
urged to get out.

The massive cranes are symbolic of the
construction boom reshaping Miami's skyline.
The counterbalances alone can weigh up to
30,000 pounds. You don't want to be anywhere
near one if it starts to collapse, reports CBS
News' Mark Strassmann.

Scene from my bedroom window 9/7/17

Miami-Dade Mayor Carlos Gimenez issued
expanded evacuation orders Thursday,
September to the county’s coast and other
inland areas as Hurricane Irma threatened to
bring severe flooding to South Florida.

The orders represent the largest evacuation
ever attempted by Miami-Dade County, with
more than 650,000 instructed to leave their
homes ahead of Irma.

While often described as “mandatory,” the
orders carry no punishment for people who
choose to remain in evacuation zones.

Baker Act on the Homeless
In the hours before Hurricane Irma was expected to pummel
Florida, authorities were urging homeless people to go to
shelters.
For those who refused, police were employing a controversial
law known as the Baker Act, which allows officers to send
anybody they believe poses a danger to themselves or others
to a mental institution, where they can be held for up to 72
hours for an involuntary examination.
The 1971 law has been widely criticized by advocates for the
homeless. But with Irma bearing down on Miami-Dade County,
some advocates had been urging local authorities to use it.
"It's a bad storm and we needed to take drastic measures,"
said Ron Book, chairman of the Miami-Dade County
Homeless Trust, a public-private partnership
that aims to end homelessness.
"I'm not going to see our homeless population dead
in the streets. I'd rather see this law used than to have them in
body bags," he said.

Miami-Dade County Report on
Preparation and Response to Hurricane Irma
“On September 8, 2017, Homeless Trust Chairman Ronald L. Book, Trust staff, City of
Miami Police and Specialized Outreach Teams with certified mental health professionals
took the extraordinary measure of evaluating homeless persons refusing shelter in the face
of the hurricane to determine if they were a threat to themselves or others.

In the end, six individuals were certified after an evaluation by a psychiatrist and taken to
Jackson’s crisis stabilization unit for care. Of the six, only one ended up remaining after the
second evaluation at the crisis stabilization unit.” (page 21)

According to eyewitness reports and
interviews, 18-25 people “voluntarily” went into
shelters when faced with the prospect of being
involuntarily committed as police stood by
ready to ship them to the Jackson Hospital
crisis unit.

This means that 18 – 25 persons were
handcuffed and sat in police cars before
deciding “voluntarily” to enter shelters rather
than the crisis unit.
At least one person was cuffed and
transported to the crisis unit but released after
one hour due to clearing the initial psychiatric
evaluation.

Scenes from a Red Cross Disaster Shelter
September 11 – 20, 2017

Scenes From the Red Cross Disaster Shelter at Florida
International University

LESSONS LEARNED

Use peer support specialists
And Consumer Advisory Board
For effective outreach and consumer
engagement

NHCHC disaster
planning guide and
2015 issues brief

HUD and
Continuum
of Care

DISASTER PLANNING AND EXPERIENCE
FROM AN AGENCY PERSPECTIVE

Some lessons learned from the flooding and hurricane disasters in
Houston, Texas.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLANNING
• Good resources for developing plan: HRSA/BPHC, FEMA, CMS, NACHC,
NHCHC (specific resources applicable for people experiencing
homelessness);update regularly with lessons learned
➢ HRSA requirements for emergency preparedness plans

• Necessary that staff understand roles & responsibilities, esp.
management

• Prioritize staff safety during all phases: preparedness, response, recovery

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS/cont.
• Coordinate with other community planning efforts/reduce
duplication:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

•

City, County, Department of Homeland Security (be a known resource)
Other provider agencies with outreach teams
HPD & Harris County Sheriff’s Office: Homeless Outreach Teams
Volunteer Organizations Active in Disasters (VOAD)
Primary Care Associations

Join Direct Relief and Americares before emergency – invaluable
resource

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS/cont.
• Good communication plan essential:
➢ significant improvement in technology between Hurricane Ike (2009) and
Hurricane Harvey (2017)
➢ communication with HCH patients can be more challenging before and
after an event, especially in situations without a lot of warning

➢ establish post-event planning call times for the leadership team before the
event, if possible (example: immediately after Harvey, leadership team had
daily 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. calls until clinics could re-open)

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS/cont.
• With hurricanes and most floods, there is typically enough warning
time to prepare personally and professionally
➢ Staff will need time to prepare their families and homes (again,
emphasizing that staff safety is the first priority)
➢ Medications and medication lists are priorities in early preparation stages:
providers went through their patient panels to identify who was at danger
of running out of medications and staff tried to get them to the clinic for a
refill before the hurricane hit
➢ Finding shelter is often a last minute decision (if willing to go at all):
outreach teams tried to provide basic necessities if someone stayed
outdoors

RESPONSE
• Reinforce the need for safety checks with and between staff (helps
reduce anxiety); some staff may be severely affected and need
assistance
• Have a plan for staff who may want to volunteer at emergency
shelters or other venues – has potential to create scheduling
challenges when clinical sites can re-open
 HCH staff have expertise in working with SMI and SU, so there were many
calls for their assistance by other agencies

• There will be some people who will leave the shelter following
immediate danger; how to provide outreach to them?

RESPONSE/cont.
• Working in shelters: with Hurricane Harvey, there were 2 very large
shelters run by FEMA and Red Cross, with many smaller shelters in
churches, schools, etc.
 Loud and chaotic; lots of fear and anxiety
 Recognize secondary trauma
 From beginning, shelter staff and volunteers treated people who are
homeless differently
 Volunteers, including professionals, report feeling overwhelmed when
trying to assist people who are homeless and do not know or understand
resources

RECOVERY
• Assess the well-being of staff on a regular basis – for some of our
staff, this was the third time their homes had flooded in three years;
everyone in the community was traumatized
• Assess facilities and equipment
• Develop plan to re-open for services based on facility and
availability of staff – some of HHH staff had to be out for 2 weeks
• CAB members have invaluable wisdom, so involve them early when
possible

RECOVERY/cont.
Become a vocal advocate:
• FEMA and the Red Cross categorized people who are homeless as different;
FEMA wouldn’t pay for emergency housing when shelters closed
• When seeking assistance inside the shelter, people were often told they
should seek assistance from the homeless provider system
• Little understanding that someone living on the streets who may have lost
all their possessions or camp, has also lost their home
• Some were prioritized by City housing authority, which was a benefit

RECOVERY/cont.
• Many patients came to HHH for basic needs following the hurricane
rather than routine care
• Staff prepared for a spike in behavioral issues; increased BH
outreach to several agencies that hosted evacuees
• 3 men who were living on the streets died in the flooding – people
needed a way to express their grief

SOME ADDITIONAL LESSONS LEARNED
• As is said, this kind of tragedy is raceless and classless – that is not
true of the recovery
• The stress of this kind of trauma takes a long time to lessen for
everyone
• “managing” response and recovery consumes an incredible amount
of time
• There will always be new lessons to be learned
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